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Abstract:   Wireless sensor network is susceptible to to various attacks due to the deployment in aggressive environment. Among 

various types of security threads, low power sensor nodes are affected by the various types of attacks that cause the random 

drainage of the energy source of sensors. It leads to the expiry of sensor nodes. The denial of sleep attack is the most important type 

of attack belongs to this category. In this survey, various aspects of swarm based approach for the detection and prevention of 

denial of sleep attacks in wireless sensor networks are described. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Security of Wireless sensor network (WSN) 

becomes an important issue because of the fast 

elaboration of WSN that is uncovered to a wide range 

of attacks due to the narrow resources and its 

deployment in the intimidating environment. Intrusion 

detection system based on Swarm intelligence is one of 

the main and effective defensive methodologies against 

the various attacks in WSN. A particular distressing 

attack is denial of sleep attack (DS attack). It is a 

particular type of DoS (denial-of-service) attack.  

 

Swarm intelligence (SI) is the cooperative 

performance of decentralized, self-organized systems, 

natural or synthetic. Swarm intelligence is the attitude 

that deals with the natural and artificial systems 

composed of many individuals that organize using 

decentralized control and self-organization. In 

particular, this discipline focused on the collective 

performances that result from the local interactions of 

the individuals with each other and with their 

environment. 

 

Swarm intelligence is an advanced distributed 

intelligent method for solving optimization problems 

such as collision avoidance by formerly took its 

stimulus from the biological samples by swarming, 

collective phenomena in vertebrates. The basic 

philosophy of Swarm Intelligence is to observe the 

performance of social animals and try to imitate those 

animals on computer systems. Many famous examples 

of swarm intelligence include bird’s flock, fish school 

and bugs swarm. The social communications among 

individual agent help them to adapt to the environment 

more capably since more information are gathered from 

the whole swarm. 

 

The main concept of swarm intelligence (SI) 

denotes the combined performance of self-regulating, 

detached systems. These systems comprises of 

inhabitants of simple agents with no central control to 

advise their performance. The simple agents are un-

intelligent and mingle locally with each other and 

environment to yield an intelligent and more complex 

performance. 

 

Swarm intelligence characterizes the meta-

heuristic attitude in order to solve a problem. A number 

of optimization algorithms have been revealed with 

incorporating swarm behavior. Some of the well known 

examples are  

 Ant colony optimization (ACO) 

 Particle swarm optimization (PSO)  

 Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) 

 Intelligent water drops (IWD).  

Some of the descriptions of SI algorithms are 

listed below. 

 Ant colony optimization: Ant colony 

optimization algorithm is based on the ants’ 

action-mechanism to bargain their food. This 

algorithm can be functional to the complicated 

http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Self-organization
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problems such as discovering the optimal path to 

accomplish the objectives. 

 

 Particle swarm optimization: Particle Swarm 

optimization algorithm is motivated by social 

attitude of bird flock or fish schooling. It is an 

essential part centered search algorithm used to 

discover most excellent solution in an n-

dimensional space.  

 
 Gravitational search algorithm: Gravitational search 

Algorithm is based on the gravitational law and the 

usage of laws of Newtonian physics. The pursuit 

universe comprises of commonalities as agents. The 

gravitational force is accountable for the instants of 

these agents towards the global weightier bulk which 

resembles to the greatest universal illumination of 

aberrant. 

 

 Intelligent water drops: This algorithm is nature 

based and impressionists the technical behavior of 

water drops and soils of the riverbed. In IWD 

algorithm, gathering of artificial water drops is used to 

find the optimal way with lowermost soil. IWD has 

been used to illuminate the traveling salesman 

Problem. 

 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 

various SI based Approaches in Wireless sensor networks. 

Section 3 provides conclusion and future enhancement. 

 

II SWARM BASED APPROACHES IN WIRELESS 

SENSOR NETWORKS 

 

2.1 Swarm Intelligence based Detection of Malicious 

Beacon odes 

  Swarm Intelligence based detection scheme [1] 

assumes same base model as in (D. Liu et al., 2005) & (A. 

Srinivasan et al., 2006). However integrating SI, the 

detection technique can be made more excitingly consider the 

environmental issue. Formerly various elucidations were 

projected to either tolerate the occurrence of malevolent 

nodes or to distinguish and displace them. Also discrete 

solutions have been anticipated against the specific attacks. 

IWD algorithm centered approach can accomplish well even 

in low-grade environmental circumstances because algorithm 

is based on the relative comparison of errors. The distance-

error values of neighbor beacons were evaluated in order to 

find the probability of reliability or goodness of a node. IWD 

algorithm incorporates the scheme of natural water drops to 

choose the next location. Speed of an IWD growths inversely 

to soil between its current and next location so the drop will 

gain velocity on the path with low soil. IWD favors the path 

with low soil, so the possibility of choosing a path with low 

soil is higher. The probabilistic nature of sensor nodes was 

noticed by the AMC model. In this approach, denial of sleep 

attack is discovered by considering the predictable expiry 

time of sensor network under communal scenario. This 

system appraises the attitude of negotiated sensor nodes 

depending on the Markov chain with an absorbing state. The 

Absorbing Markov Chain was used to model the performance 

of each and every sensor node, rather than engaged on single. 

 

2.2 Two Tier Data Dissemination Approach 

 

Two Tier Data Dissemination Approach [2] was 

based on watching the various events happening in a 

computer system or network and analyzing them for signs of 

possible instances, which were abuses or imminent the 

intimidations of defilement of computer security policies, 

conventional use policies, or typical security practice. 

Systems that were designed to achieve all the procedures 

relevant to intrusion detection were termed as Intrusion 

Detection Systems (IDS). In IDS, a step known as training 

involves a number of records that is previously collected 

from the sensing components of the system was applied to 

the analysis engine. Subsequently in the training step, the 

IDS go online to secure the system in real time.  

 

A classification or clustering algorithm was the 

functional component to classify the behavior into normal or 

abnormal. So, it means, the intrusion detection problem was 

shortened to a classification or clustering problem .The 

exceptional physiognomies of SI make it ultimate for this 

purpose. More precisely, SI techniques target at solving 

complex problems by the commitment of multiple but simple 

agents without the necessity of any form of supervision to 

exist. Every agent cooperates with others in order to discover 

the optimal solution. 

  

These proceed through the direct or indirect 

communications while the agents determinedly travel in the 

search space. For this purpose, the agents can be used for 

several difficult responsibilities like discriminating the 

classification rules for misusing recognition decide clusters 

for abnormality detection, keep track of interloper marks etc. 

Certainly, these self-organizing and detached attributes are 

highly noticeable by proposing the means to break a difficult 

IDS problem into multiple simple ones allocated to agents. 

This makes the IDS becomes self-governing, highly adaptive, 

parallel, and                 self-organizing and cost effective in 

nature. 
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2.3 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm  

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Algorithm[3] 

was based on multidimensional optimization technique, used 

to treat various optimization problems in WSNs. Working of 

PSO chooses the parameters and their ranges with junction 

acceleration  to discrete values to overcome the node position 

problems and perform position the localized node, elect 

cluster head, localize the node, position the base station to 

minimize the cost of the sensor, maximize the efficiency and 

coverage, minimize the localization error and improve the 

life time of the node.  

 

Data-aggregation needs frequent distributed 

optimization which was provided by PSO and static 

deployment, localization and clustering problem at base 

station could also be addressed by this PSO algorithm. 

 

2.4 PSO Approach for Cluster head selection 

This PSO (Particle swarm optimization) approach[4] 

was used to find out the heads in the cluster nodes (CHs) and 

the LEACH protocol was used as a basis for transmitting data 

from the sensor node. The algorithm works as Particle 

Initialization as the first step moves on with Fitness 

evaluation, Update Local and Global Best; Finally the 

Reselect mechanism and Velocity and Position Update were 

made.  

This approach was carried out in homogeneous 

environment where all the sensor nodes have the same initial 

energy level and the global optimum solution in a complex 

search space. The proposed framework was cluster based 

technique in which respective cluster heads were chosen 

according to particle swarm algorithm based on the re-

selection mechanism used to improve the election process 

and efficiency of the cluster nodes in WSN. 

 

2.5 Ant Colony Optimization Attack Detection 

(ACO-AD) Algorithm for Sink Hole Attack 

Ant Colony Optimization Attack Detection 

algorithm [5] was used to identify the sink whole attacks 

based on the node ids in the Wireless Sensor Networks. The 

nodes generating an alert on identifying a sink-hole attack 

were grouped together and were eliminated for better 

performance. A voting scheme was proposed in order to 

identify the intruder in the cluster. An ACO Boolean 

Expression Evolver Sign Generation algorithm was used to 

distribute the keys to the alerted nodes in the group for 

signing the suspect list to agree on the intruder. They were 

moved by applying a stochastic local decision policy based 

on two parameters named as the trails and attractiveness. 

 

 These nodes were sorted and matched based on the table 

information for detecting the intruders. The pheromone 

deposition of the ant agent represents the position of the node 

id and they were compared with the sender field of the route 

update packet which helps in intrusion elimination to make 

the node secure and also make the secure WSN.  

 

2.6 Swarm based Defense Approach 

A swarm based defense approach [6] was used for 

the development of an abnormality detection model in order 

to define the affected traffic between the nodes. Based on 

this, frequency hopping methodology was originated. Ant 

agents of swarm intelligence were then functional to collect 

the frequency hopping time and communication frequency. 

The faulty channel was recognized based on the frequency 

hopping time and when the administer node gets this data, it 

eliminate the defective channel. The simulation results 

showed that this approach was efficient in faulty channel 

detection. Less energy was distributed as the data about all 

the attackers can be acknowledged by employing ants. A 

framework for preventing denial of sleep attack consists of 

four key components such as the strong link-layer 

authentication, anti replay protection, jamming identification 

and mitigation and broadcast attack defense. Strong link-

layer authentication was the greatest important and first 

component of denial-of-sleep protection and must be 

involved into any WSN that might be visible to attack. 

 

2.7Swarm based intrusion detection system 

Swarm based intrusion detection and defense 

technique[7] was used for finding malicious attacks in mobile 

ad hoc networks. In this technique, the nodes with maximum 

trust value, residual bandwidth and residual energy were 

designated as active nodes using swarm intelligence centered 

ant colony optimization. Each active node observers its 

neighbor nodes and assess the trust value of the neighbor 

node. If the active node discover any node lower a lowest 

trust threshold, then the node was marked as malicious and 

an alert message was directed to the source node. When the 

source node tries to forward the data packet to target, it omits 

the malicious nodes in that path and passes the data through 

other nodes in substitute path. It also accomplishes the 

certificate overturning process for the malicious nodes. 

 

2.8 Swarm based defense technique for jamming attack 

A swarm based defense technique [8] was used to 

detect the jamming attacks in WSN. Swarm intelligence 

algorithm is capable adequate to adapt modification in 

network topology and traffic. By using the channel hoping 

technique, the sender and receiver alter channels in order to 

remain away from the jammer. The jammers persist on a 

single channel, trusting to disorder any fragment that may be 

transferred in the pulse jamming technique. Using the swarm 

intelligence procedure, the onward ants either unicast or 
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broadcast at each node dependent on the accessibility of the 

channel information for end of the channel. If the channel 

information was accessible, the ants randomly pick the next 

hop. As the backward ants reaches the source, the composed 

data was authenticated which channel there was occurrence 

of attacker long time, and those were misplaced. 

 

 Instantaneously the forward ants were absorbed 

through other channels which were not supposed before for 

attacks. This system helps to reduce the overhead of channel 

maintenance.  

 

2.9 Swarm based routing protocol 

A Swarm Intelligence based routing protocols[9] 

were used to remove several problems in the wireless sensor 

network such as battery life, scalability, maintainability, 

survivability, adaptability etc. This approach can also 

improve the routing factors such as latency, fault tolerance, 

energy with improves the performance of WSN. Energy-

efficient ant-based routing algorithm which was based on the 

ant colony optimization where the routing table stores the 

information of the nodes and if any ant identification was 

found, the ant was eliminated and choose different path for 

routing.  

Backward ant was directed to send the data in 

chosen path. The ant colony optimization  based routing 

scheme has been inspired by operating principles of ants 

foraging which could improve ant colony function in WSN 

which could maximize the scalability of the ant node in ant 

colony.  

 

2.10 Energy consumption based routing using swarm 

intelligence 

An evolutionary algorithm [10] based on swarm 

intelligence, was used to broadcast the messages with 

minimum energy. This swarm algorithm was also used for 

solving communication routing problem. Swarm intelligence 

was the collective performance from a cluster of social 

creatures, namely ant, birds, etc., where the agents (ants) 

interconnect in the system either directly or indirectly using a 

dispersed problem solving attitude. This attitude extends 

hand in an optimized routing design, prevents the 

concentration of the network nodes. Routing in wireless 

network was never heavy. Therefore this intellectual sensor 

attitude affords a illumination to dynamic and dispersed 

optimization difficulties. Thus creating the network more 

dynamic, flexible, decentralized, intelligible and self-

organized 

 

Swarm agents were randomly employed over the 

network. These ant agents have three features such as 

Pheromone Level, Transition Probability. Real life ants 

deposit a chemical element called pheromone, which assists 

as a trace for the other ants to track. The ant organism 

caricaturists this pheromone deposition by arranging 

pheromones based on both energy level at the sensor node 

and the space from one node to another (Pheromone Level) 

TABLE 1: 

VARIOUS TECHNIQUES USING SWARM 

INTELLIGENCE 

 

 
III CONCLUSION 

  

The paper comprises the survey results in 

application of swarm intelligence in various aspects of  

wireless sensor networks. This survey describes various 

methods and techniques such as Particle swarm optimization 

(PSO) Algorithm, Swarm Ant Colony Optimization Attack 

Detection (ACO-AD) algorithm, Swarm based routing 

protocol, Energy consumption based routing, intrusion 

detection algorithm, Secure localization algorithm. The 

results of the survey shows that the swarm based intelligence  

provides an optimal  solution to the generic problems in 

WSN.As a future work, the prevention of denial of sleep 
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attacks can be performed with minimal cost and resource 

utilization using swarm intelligence. 
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